



Educational Outreach Syllabus: Kentucky
The following has been provided as a guide by your Kentucky Society, with input from numerous Chapter Compatriots. The priority for any school presentation is to educate students about the Revolutionary War era. That is the primary mission of the SAR, but each state Society also has the opportunity to inform students about the contributions of their home state when time is available or upon request. The primary and intermediate grade curriculums were completed by Jenny McClurg, of the Simon Kenton Chapter, after meeting with grade level teachers and conducting numerous school programs. This guide has also taken into account; Kentucky’s discovery and early history;  the specific migration patterns of Kentucky’s population; the evolution of statehood from Virginia; the battles that pertained to the Revolutionary war era;  pioneers and notables; Kentucky Indians; Kentucky facts and geographic regions of the state. It is very important for presenters to be well prepared and have the ability to customize their presentations to primary (K-3), intermediate (4-5), middle (6-8) and high school students. Your success can be guaranteed by communicating with the sponsoring teacher and understanding their expectations before your visits. Various counties may also alter the syllabus to emphasize their specific contributions to Kentucky’s history. 
Tip # 1 – Consult with the requesting teacher, in advance, to understand what the students are currently studying and the expectations for your visit.  Always sign in at the front office and sign out when you leave. 
Tip # 2 – Contact a local newspaper to see if a reporter and photographer are available for your visit. This is great PR for the school and the SAR.  
Educational Outreach Program 
Grades 1-3
Elementary Constitution Day Program

Begin the presentation by thanking the teacher and introducing your members. Many may opt to assume a different character for the day such as Simon Kenton, Daniel Boone, George Rogers Clark or Rebecca Boone. Make sure your fellow presenters are in period clothing. Discuss briefly the types of clothing worn by each presenter. The students will be very interested. Suggestion – you can buy a boys and girls outfit from James Townsend and Sons for two volunteers to wear over their clothing. Make sure you allot your time accordingly for each segment. The time can get away from you!

Identifying Documents – Display the Declaration of Independence, the U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights.  Discuss with students the basic function of each document and the dates written. Compare and contrast of the three documents and discuss what the living conditions and social conditions were at this time in history.  During this discussion we will be revealing many of the treasures within our Traveling Trunk. 

Tip # 3 – A well equipped Traveling Trunk will provide a separate program on life in the Revolutionary era. Discussing the items in the “Trunk” will easily take up an entire class period. This program can also be combined with the “Traveling Tent.”
 
Tip # 4 – You can purchase several easels fro Hobby Lobby or a craft store to display the documents and other visuals. 

Founding Fathers - Define founding father and identify who is considered to be a founding father.  Students will help with a matching activity to identify six founding fathers, pictures with names. (you will need to make a poster for this activity and display with Velcro) What are the differences between the Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution?

Constitution – Discuss how and why the Constitution was written.  Students will identify three parts of the Constitution and define each parts purpose. 

A – Preamble – Define preamble and read the book, “We the Kids”.

B- Body – Discuss what is accomplished by Articles I thru VII of the Constitution.  Define republic and recite the Pledge of Allegiance.  Compare the U.S. Government with non-republic governments.  

C- Signers - Discuss why we recognize Sept. 17th as Constitution Day and what is means for a document to be ratified.  We will discuss who was present at the signing of the Constitution. The key documents should be flanked by the 13 and 50 star U.S. flags.   

The Bill of Rights – Discuss the significance of the Bill of Rights and when it was written.  Ask students if they can recall any of the freedoms protected by the Bill of Rights and give a brief overview of what is contained within that document. 

Interesting Facts Activity –Discuss miscellaneous facts regarding the Constitution.  Allow students to handle displayed artifacts and try their hand at writing on parchment with quills. ** ** Use Tempura Paint with the quill pen activity.  Very washable.
Tip # 5 – Remember the focus of this presentation is on the U.S. Constitution. The Bill of Rights will be studied in more detail by the classroom teachers. A number of items from the Traveling Trunk will be on display with a few others passed around, as time permits. 

Educational Outreach Program
Grades 4-5
Revolutionary War Outline
Colonization of America
What does colonialism mean?
Why did the people of other nations want to come to America?
	Who was in America in 1775? (Map – visual aide, construct a poster as a visual aide)

The Revolutionary War
Causes
French and Indian War
The Various British Acts (discuss and have a visual)
 Non-importation agreement
The “Shot Heard ‘Round the World”

Battle Lines are Drawn 
The Declaration of Independence (visual aide)
Friends and Foes of the colonies and their demand for independence
Characteristics of the Militia (minutemen) and the Continental Soldier
 
The American Colonies are Victorious
		Battles in New England, the Middle Colonies, the South and the Frontier
            Independent Colonies are Established
Assistance from the French 

Summary of the War
The Constitution of the United States of America is written (visual aide required)
What was lost and gained in the struggle for independence ? (1776-83)

Educational Outreach Program 
Middle School – Grades 6-8
Tip # 6 – American History is taught at the 8th grade level. The curriculum covers exploration, colonization, the Revolutionary War era, founding historic documents and ends with the Civil War. ** An outstanding teacher, at this level, would make a great entry in the American History Teacher of the Year Contest. 
Comprehensive Colonial / American History Day Program
The idea of the Colonial /American History Day is to allocate enough space for 10-15 exhibits. This is a “hands on” opportunity for middle school students (6-8). The space required is usually an old gym or a multi-purpose room. The PE staff will be resistant to giving up their new gym for an entire day. The day begins with a set up of exhibits by your Chapter Compatriots and school staff. (You can expect a number of hours on the phone to invite the exhibitors and allow them time to commit) The American History teachers, from each team or family at the school, will provide the students with a passport or a set of questions that must be stamped or filled in at each booth / station. Smaller schools may prefer to send a few classes at a time. Remember that large schools will have at least 300 students in their 8th grade American History classes. Those students will usually be grouped into three (3) families or teams of about 100 each.  I would advise you to have 12-14 exhibits for a successful program. 
Suggested exhibits may include: 
	Historic Flag Collection (use the flags as a backdrop at the head of the room)
The Frontier Militia 

The Continental Line
Women of the Colonial /Revolutionary Era
The Fur Trade
Herbs and Spices
Period Music ex. The Hills of Kentucky Dulcimer Group
Shawnee Indians (the tribes would depend on your state)
Meet an Historic Personality (George Rogers Clark, Daniel Boone, James Harrod, Simon Kenton, Mary Ingles)
Period Food (we usually meet with the school PTA /PTO to help with this (some sort of corn bread, jerky, apple cider)
Artifacts from a local museum 
Weapons of the Period
Games and Toys
SAR Contests
Society of 1812
The Old Kentucky Primitives (French & Indian War group, 1754-63)
The DAR
The Traveling Trunk could also be displayed. 
Educational Outreach Program
High School – Grades 9-12
Tip # 7 – The second phase of American History is taught at the 11th grade level. The curriculum begins with “reconstruction,” even though many teachers may review the key components of the Civil War. The curriculum continues through the “industrial era,” through the world wars to modern times. How far the teacher goes depends on that person’s expertise and personal interest. The top students will often take Advanced Placement American History, which must cover exploration to modern times. (850 page text) The course is demanding; uses a college level text; and the students have the opportunity to take an AP exam for possible college credit. **An outstanding teacher at this level would also make an excellent contest nominee.   
** The teachers at this level can be given a list from your Chapter’s Speaker’s Bureau featuring the various topics of Compatriot expertise that are available.

  
The Traveling Trunk Presentation
Possible items to include:

Tip # 8 – You will want to take the trunk with you on most elementary school visits. You never know when you will need some of the resources inside for any type presentation. Possible items may include: 
Boys and girls clothing outfits, rug, blanket, compass, signal whistle, lock, hand carder for spinning, wool samples (wool roving), old paper currency and coins, marbles, mugs, tankards, buttons (pewter, bone, wood), powder horn, cornhusk doll, cards, slate & pencil, dice, laterns, wooden hoop, spices, mortar & pestle, bees wax candles, bilbo catcher,  various hides (rabbit, coyote, beaver, fox etc), fife, flints, musket balls, eye glasses, pipes (reed stem & clay), Grenadier drum, etc. 
Clothing worn by presenters:
Ladies – country, straw gathered or mop hats, bodice, pinner apron, drawstring skirt, cloak, cape, chemise, stays, detached pockets, boots, moccasins, etc.
Men – work shirt, blanket shirt, beeches, trousers, round /riflemans hat, tricorn hat, highland bonnet, Monmouth cap, socks, mittens,  waistecoat, hunting frock, haversack, hunting pouch, belt, knife, tomahawk, moccasins, boots, continental uniform, gorget, etc.  


The Traveling Tent Presentation
Possible items to include:
Tip # 9 – The Traveling Tent could be displayed in an indoor setting, with care. The best option for the tent is an outdoor event like a Salt Fest or outdoor education area. The Tent could be set up on school grounds if ample space is available.  Possible items to include:
Tent, stack of wood, hatchets for log splitting demonstration, fire set, blow tube, flint and steel striker, Dutch oven, cast iron pots, various utensils (tin cups, plates, eating utensils), trammel hooks and S-hooks, wooden bucket, wooden keg, lye soap, benches, stools, laterns, wooden bowls, Grenadier drum, etc


Resources for the Teacher
We have listed below a number of recommended books that can be used to supplement any texts the teacher is currently using. Some may deal with American History, while others focus on Kentucky History.
	Frontier Kentucky, By Robert Powell, Lexington, 1985 … Elementary School oriented

Geography of Kentucky, By Joseph R. Schwendeman, Lexington 1987
The Wilderness Road, By Robert L. Kincaid, New York 1947
Daniel Boone, By John Mack Faragher, New York 1993
The Winter of the Red Snow, By Kristina Gregory, New York 1993
A History of Kentucky, By Dr. Thomas Clark, Lexington 1960
My Father, Daniel Boone: The Draper Interviews with Nathan Boone
Daniel Boone and the Defeat at Blue Licks
John Floyd: The Life and Letters of a Frontier Surveyor 
History of Kentucky, By Collins
Virginia’s Western Wars1775-1786




Outline of Kentucky History
Visual aides to accompany presentations: 
Poster with geographic regions of Kentucky
Original Kentucky county poster
Virginia to Kentucky evolution poster
Migration map
The above visuals could also be accomplished with a flash drive and used on the teacher’s room projector. 
A. Kentucky Factsheet (fun facts about Kentucky) 
B. Geography of the Commonwealth
	1. Six Natural Regions - Bluegrass, Knobs, Eastern Mountains and Coal Fields,  
                Jackson Purchase, Pennyroyal, and Western Coal Fields.
	2. Major Rivers -  Barren, Big Sandy, Cumberland, Green, Kentucky, Licking, 
                 Mississippi, Ohio, Red, Rough, Salt, and Tradewater.  
	3. Major Lakes – Barren River, Cumberland, Dale Hollow, Herrington, Kentucky, 
                Nolin, and Reelfoot.   
4. Indian Tribes Claims to Kaintuckee – Cherokee, Chickasaw, Iroquois, and   
    Shawnee.
	C. The Virginia /Kentucky Connection 
		1. Prehistoric – Cliff dwellers and mound builders.
		2. Early Claims to Kentucky – French, 1679, 1682 by Robert LaSalle; English, 
                            1609 by a Royal Charter; Dr. Thomas Walker, 1750; various hunters, trappers, 
                            (John Finley) explorers, & surveyors.
		3. Kentucky County is formed in 1776 from Fincastle County ( Virginia. Dec. 6, 
                            1776 the Virginia Assembly creates Kentucky County, VA). Kentucky District 
                            created in 1780 with the counties of: Fayette, Jefferson and Lincoln. Militia 
                            Conventions held to strive for statehood. In 1786 Kentucky expands to seven 
                            Counties. George Washington advised that Congress approve Kentucky as the 
                            15th state on June 1, 1792. (nine counties)
		4. The Indians battled among themselves for rights to the “dark and bloody 
                            ground.” 
	D. Daniel Boone and the Pioneers  
		1. Boone referred to the center of Kentucky as the “great meadow.”
		2. Boone makes his first trip to Kentucky in 1769 with John Finley, John Stuart,  
                            Joseph Holden, James Mooney, and William Cooley. Squire Boone delivers 
                             supplies and stays with Daniel. Daniel captured a number of times by the 
                             Shawnees and the Cherokees. 
		3. The “long hunters” hunt, trap and explore Kentucky in the late 1760s and 
                            1770s. In 1773 the first settlers are led into Kentucky by Boone. That same year 
                            the McAfee brothers (James, George, Robert) survey Franklin County  and 
                            much of Kentucky. 
		4. Simon Kenton flees to Kentucky from Virginia and becomes famed as a 
                            frontier hero.

	E. The First Settlements  
		1. Gov. Dunmore asked Boone and Michael Stoner to warn settlers and surveyors 
                            of the coming war with the English and the Indians. The Indians were defeated 
                            at Point Pleasant and Chief Cornstalk (Shawnee) agreed to cede Kentucky to 
                            the whites.  
		2. James Harrod, Ft. Harrod  and Harrodsburg become the first settlement.(50) A 
                            second party arrived with 500 members. (1774) Danville and St. Asaph soon 
                            develop. 
		3. Richard Henderson and the Transylvania Company buy land from the 
                            Cherokees at Sycamore Shoals, TN.  Boone and men build Ft. Boonesborough. 
		4. Families come to settle Kentucky in 1775. (Harrodsburg & Boonesborough). In 
                            1799 there were 250 forts and settlements in Kentucky. 
		5. Lexington nemed in honor of the April 19th “shot heard ‘round the world.”

	F. Kentucky in Siege, a Battleground  
		1. The French and Indian war lasted from 1754-63 in North America. (Nine years 
                             in Europe). The French tried to keep the English from coming into the Ohio 
                             Valley, but were defeated with the help of the English colonists. 
		2. France gave up all claims to Kentucky, as did Spain. Most of the Indians sided 
                            with France and the colonists were promised land west of the mountains, which 
                            will led to many conflicts.
		3. Harrodsburg sends George Rogers Clark and Gabriel Jones to Virginia to ask 
                            the Governor to claim Kentucky and send arms to defend the frontier. 
		4. Clark is responsible for the fate of Kentucky, as well as, that of the nation and 
                            the Northwest Territory. (Kaskaskia 1778, Cahokia, Vincennes, & Detroit) 
                            Simon Kenton accompanies Clark & 200 men on the expedition. 1777 a bad 
                            year for Kentucky forts and pioneers.

		5. The siege of Bryan’s Station (Aug 1782) and the trap at Blue Licks (Aug 18, 
                            1782). Col. Trigg, Col. Todd and Boone were key players. After their defeat 
                            Gen. George Rogers Clark, Ben Logan, John Floyd and 100s of Kentuckians  
                            went deep into Shawnee country to remove the threat forever. 

